2018 CE Courses by Subject Area
NAR Code of Ethics
Appraising:
De-Mystifying the Appraisal Process

Business Planning, General Business
Accredited Closing Expert Day 1: The Mechanics of Closing
Business Planning for the Market Rebound
Build Your Business & Reduce Risk (With a Mobile Office &
Social Media
Generation-ize Your Approach to Communicating
Fair Housing & Diversity
How To Know if Your Transaction is Going South
Look Before Your Leap: FL Statues, Rules & Best Practices
when operating as a Real Estate Broker
No Hitting Allowed
Prudent Risk Management for Real Estate Professionals
Real World Negotiating
Rusty Real Estate Professional Reboot
Survive and Thrive in Real Estate
The Art of Networking
Real Estate Professional Branding & Marketing

Commercial
Advanced Fundamentals of Commercial Real Estate, Next
Steps: Education, Listing, & Marketing
Commercial Leasing Made Easy
Commercial Contracts Revealed
So You Want to be a Commercial Real Estate Professional
Successful Commercial Lease Negotiating and Preparation

Commercial Investing
Investing in Income Properties: The Big 6
Unlocking the Secrets of Commercial Investment Property
Analysis, Purchase and Management

CAM credit
The Community Approach to Living (CE AND CAM CE)

Construction
Development of Land: Unearthed

Contracts
Comprehensive Riders
Ins and Outs of Successful Contracts
Preparing and Navigating the Listing Contract
The Inspection Section
Vacant Land Contracts Revealed

Finance
Accredited Closing Expert Day 2: The Financials of Closing
Advanced Finance: FHA Loans and the Economy
Advanced Finance: ARMS, Conventional Loans and
Predatory Lending
And Then There Were 4: A Real Estate Professional’s Guide
to 4 Financing Options

Finance, cont.
A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to Investor Financing
A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to VA Loans
Buying vs Renting and Other Millennial Facts
Credit Scoring 1-2-3
Complete Credit and Credit Repair Guide
FHA, USDA and VA
Generational Financing
Know Your Numbers
Luxury Buyer Loan Options
Military Math
USDA 101
USDA & VA 100% Financing
USDA, VA FHA & Conventional-Which Loan is Best for
YOUR Customer?
Why Washington Changed the Real Estate & Mortgage
Industry

Green/Environment
Educating Your Customer about Green
Is the GREEN in Your Transaction raising RED flags?
Environmental Concerns and Real Estate
Is Your House Making You Sick?

International
Go Global Jumpstart Your International Business
Go Global: Risk Management for the International
Practitioner

Investing
Investing in Income Properties: The Big 6
Real Estate Investing: Good, Bad & Ugly-What Your
Customers Need to Know

Property Management
Creating a Service-Driven Property Management Operation
Evictions: Real World Facts & Best Practices
Streamlining Your Property Management Business
What’s Chapter 83 Got to Do With it?
What is Section 8? A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to Understanding subsidized Housing

Specialty Areas:
Avoid the Hack: Cyber Security Measures
Lease Purchase vs Lease Option
Real World REOs & Short Sales
Tax Strategies & Business Planning for Real Estate Professionals
Title Insurance 101: A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to
Explaining Title Insurance
What’s the 4-1-1 on 1031 Exchanges

2018 CE Solutions Programs
Accredited Closing Expert
(Consists of 2 one-day programs or can be broken
into 5 modules which are 3-4 hours each)
Accredited Closing Expert-Day 1: The Mechanics of
Closing by Cody Lampariello, Josh Cadillac
This 2-day program is taught by Cody Lampariello and/or Josh
Cadillac from South Florida. This 8-hour CE program includes:
Chapter 1: What is a closer?
Chapter 2: Writing contracts to close
Chapter 3: Handling customers to close
Chapter 4: Communication
Chapter 5: Having a team to close: Get a Guy
Chapter 6: Building your business to close: Be the Guy
Chapter 7: Understanding your closer &
Understanding the closing statement & Critical Path to Closing
(Chronological closing checklist)

Accredited Closing Expert-Day 2: The Financials of
Closing by Cody Lampariello, Josh Cadillac
This 2-day program is taught by Cody Lampariello and/or Josh
Cadillac from South Florida. This 8-hour CE program includes:
Chapter 8: Understanding the Investment of Real Estate
8.1 Introduction: What to Know
8.2 Thinking like an investor
8.3 Living in an investment
8.4 Buying Real Estate as an Investor
8.5 Tax Advantages to Investment Real Estate
8.6 Corporate Structures
8.7 Becoming an Investor
Chapter 9: Closing Distressed Sales
Chapter 10: Negotiating to close
Chapter 11: ACE community

Advanced Fundamentals of Commercial Real Estate:
Next Steps: Education, Listing, & Marketing
by Linda Olson
You’ve taken “So You Think You Want to Be a Commercial
Real Estate Professional”, my introductory commercial real estate
course and you weren’t scared off… in fact, you were intrigued
and want to know what to do next in your quest to become a commercial specialist. Or maybe you have already dabbled in commercial real estate and want to know what more you can do to
break into the field. Well, the purpose of this class is to tell you
what those “Next Steps” are, help you to get commercial listings,
and once you get a listing show you how to market the property
effectively. You’ll leave the class more knowledgeable on what
to do next and more confident that you can move forward in the
direction of being a commercial real estate specialist.
3 hours CE Credit.

Advanced Finance: FHA Loans and the Economy
By Grant Simon

This program will show the real estate professional how current market statistics affect their business and how the Federal Housing Finance Agency can help their customers. They'll also learn to explain
to their customer the difference between a Primary and Secondary
market and the direct link to the consumer. They'll gain a deeper
understanding of the benefits of an FHA loan and mortgage insurance. Grant will also review mortgage fraud and how the customer is
affected. 4 hours CE credit.

Advanced Finance: ARMs, Conventional Loans and
Predatory Lending, By Grant Simon

Real estate professionals will learn the pro and cons of a Conventional Loan and how to explain this to their customers. They'll learn
how the consumer is affected by predatory lending and how they, as
a professional, can avoid it. Students will gain an in-depth understanding of how to explain payments, taxes and insurance to their
customers. Plus, they'll learn how to utilize housing statistics to
establish credibility with their customers. 4 hours CE credit.

A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to VA Loans
by Sean Stephens

This program provides real estate professionals with everything
they need to know about VA Loans for a expert lender’s perspective. From Eligibility and Entitlement to processing, credit qualifying and closing. You will leave well-armed to serve your next VA
customer! 3 hours CE Credit.

A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to Investor Financing, by Grant Simon

This course is designed to assist real estate professionals with one
of their three pillars of business Investor Purchases. During this fast
paced three hour CE course we will cover the rules and regulations
of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Financing products such as Hybrid
ARM’s and Fixed Rates will be utilized as examples. We will investigate investor appraisals including income and rent analysis
forms. In certain locations an appraiser will be present to provide a
short analysis regarding this type of appraisal. Other areas of focus
will be home price appreciation/depreciation as reflected by The
Federal Housing Finance Agency, property management, and qualifications. We will also discuss lead generation and prospecting to
insure the ability to gain an additional transaction within the next 30
to 60 days. 3 hours CE Credit.

And Then There Were 4: A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to 4 Financing Options,
by Grant Simon

In conjunction with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s
(cfpb) easier to use mortgage disclosures that clearly layout the
terms of a mortgage for a homebuyer, this course is designed to
help you understand the ‘4’ choices a consumer has. You’ll be
able to provide your customers with a step by step guide in the
mortgage program selection process. There are many different
mortgages that will meet your customer’s needs. For the purposes of this course will focus on the ‘Big Four’; VA, USDA, FHA
and Conventional. The first three are government backed mortgages and last but not least is mortgages that are backed by government sponsored enterprises (GSE).4 hours CE credit.

Avoid the Hack: Cyber Security, By Jason Jakus

It seems like every week there’s a big security breach in the news.
Although Ashley Madison, Yahoo and Target might get all the
headlines, more than half of all attacks are against small business
owners including real estate professionals. Explore the most current
risk including mobile hacking, the weakness in your Internet router
and how cybercriminals hack your email to obtain your customers
personal information. You’ll learn about the top 10 data and cyber
security risk facing real estate professionals in their business today
and steps you can take to mitigate the risk and protect your customers and your own data. You will also learn about the latest cybercriminals hitting real estate professionals and your customers by
storm and how to protect your customers deposit money. 2 hours
CE credit.

Cherolyne@WalkTheTalkPresentations.com

www.FloridaCESolutions.com

2018 CE Solutions, cont.

Beyond the Velvet Rope, Working With the World’s
Affluent, by Neal Oates

Whether you are currently working with affluent clientele or seeking to break into this niche, this course was designed with you in
mind. Learn proven strategies to identify, connect with, and exceed
the expectations of some of the world’s most demanding, knowledgeable, and intimidating clients. Covered topics include buyer/
listing presentation best practices, how to build an all-star team that
dazzles, and how to turn your clients into your greatest brand ambassadors. Walk away with action steps to implement within hours
of learning and move yourself and your real estate career Beyond
the Velvet Rope. 3 hours CE credit

Business Planning for the Market Rebound

By Steven David, Cynthia DeLuca, Julianna Giordano, Jason Jakus

In this program we review: causes for Real Estate Market hyperactivity, the concept of supply and demand in the real estate market and the
impact it had on the current crisis, the concept of being “upside
down” on a real estate property, and four elements to include in a
solid real estate business plan. He will also explain the concept on
sustainable income through real estate purchases and the financial
considerations to be included in a real estate business plan. 3 hours
CE credit.

Build Your Business & Reduce Risk (with a Mobile
Office & Social Media) by Jason Jakus

If you have been in the real estate business for any numbers of
years, I’m sure you’ll agree with me that things have changed! Not
only has the real estate market changed, but the way we do business has changed. And, more importantly, the way our CUSTOMERS EXPECT you to do business has changed. ‘Keeping up with
technology’ is no longer a hobby, but a necessity if you are to
meet the needs of today’s home buyer or seller. They expect more
service, more communication and more accessibility to you. This
program reviews the necessary tools to not only maintain that
‘personal touch’ with your customers, but to make sure we have
the right tools for that job, all while reducing our risk on the Internet and in our advertising. That way, we can provide Exceptional
Customer Service! 4 hours CE credit.

Buying vs Renting and Other Millennial Facts
by Grant Simon
50% of the market across the country are first-time home buyers.
They are primarily Millennials and have a unique skill set and preconceptions about the home buying process. As home ownership
rates have been declining, this course is designed to assist you to
gain transactions and help family and friends purchase their first
home. Don’t get caught unaware of this huge pillar of business.
You’ll leave this course armed with the “What to Say” and “How
to Say it” to reach those Millennial customers and become THE
expert for first-time homebuyers. 3 hours CE credit.

Commercial Contracts Revealed by Linda Olson
The purpose of this class is to take away the mystery of preparing
commercial contracts. Specifically, we will review Letters of Intent and how and why to use them, we will go over – line by line –
the provisions of Commercial and Vacant Land Contracts and talk
about when you should use Optional Clauses along with your
Commercial Contracts. As part of these discussions we will include, in detail, due diligence that should be completed during the
feasibility period of a commercial or vacant land contract. In this
interactive workshop, you will leave with the knowledge to explain the agreement(s) to a customer/client, determine how long
due diligence periods should be, and be better
able to write a solid and binding contract.
3 hours CE credit.

Commercial Leasing Made Easy by Linda Olson
The purpose of this class is to concentrate on the leasing aspect of
commercial real estate. This is a category that stands alone because
of all of the unique terms and concepts that are associated with it.
There are many ways to structure a lease and many types of leases.
real estate professionals learn: the terms that are associated with
leasing, the different types of leases, how to calculate rent, the different types of lease agreements and how to be comfortable with
preparing a lease. 4 hours CE Credit.

Complete Credit & Credit Repair Guide
By Grant Simon

Credit scores can have a significant impact on your consumer’s
financial life. Lenders rely on scores extensively in decision making, including the initial decisions of whether to lend and what loan
terms to offer, for most types of credit, including mortgages. This
program provides the real estate professional with a deeper understanding of Credit, Credit Scores and the effect on their clients.
You’ll learn what steps your customers need to take in order to
achieve better credit, or repair existing bad credit. 3 hours CE
credit.

Comprehensive Riders
By Cynthia DeLuca, Steven David & Julianna Giordano

You want your contract to close correct? This course insures you'll
know what you're writing, the right form for the right transaction
and staying out of court. Buyer wants to obtain financing, and
doesn't want to risk their deposit, what forms do you use? In this
program you'll learn exactly what you need, how to fill it out, and
get the deal closed. It's Sunday, you've got a buyer, and you don't
know what to do? Spend a few hours in this program and you'll
never doubt your skills again. Riders by definition are attached to
something because the "something" didn't cover it. Together we'll
insure that you'll know what form to use for every type of transaction you'll be involved with. 3 hours CE credit.

Creating a Service-Driven Property Management
Operation, By Steven David, Cynthia DeLuca

Join our instructors as they take you thru the creation and day to
day operations of their own property management offices. Learn to
create multiple sources of income streams from full property services. This course includes the conceptual and legal aspects, marketing techniques to attract clients, tenant issues, insurance recommendations, accounting requirements, staffing and financial planning. Whether you intend to add property management as a compliment to your brokerage and sales activities, or manage thousands of
units as Steve's office does, you'll find solid, real-world ideas from
this power-packed course. 3 hours CE credit.

Credit Scoring 1-2-3, By Sean Stephens

In this 2-hour program, veteran mortgage lender Sean Stephens
reviews the basics credit, credit scores and its impact on your customer obtaining a mortgage. He’ll review various steps that your
customer can take to improve their credit. As a veteran mortgage
lender, Sean will also discuss the option your customer has should
they have poor credit. 2 hours CE credit.

De-Mystifying the Appraisal Process by Pat Reass

This program is educates today’s real estate consumer on the appraisal process, through the real estate professional. With the market ever-changing, today’s appraisal values (and consumer tempers)
can be all over the place. Consumers want to make sure they are
getting ‘a good deal’ and may sometimes feel that they should be
paying less than a listed price, or wonder why their ‘low ball’ offer
on the short sale wasn’t accepted. This course provides the real estate professional with the insight and expertise to work
with their customer in understanding a home’s appraised value in today’s market. 3 hours CE credit.

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
Development of Land: Unearthed by Linda Olson

®

“Under all is the land” is the opening code of the REALTOR Code
of Ethics. It is also the beginning of every new development. Quite
often, Realtors® that are not conducting transactions that involve
land on a regular basis don’t realize how many different facets of the
industry they need to be knowledgeable about before diving in to
assist a client. The purpose of this class is to “unearth” the development process for vacant land; discuss factors that can affect new
development, including land and its uses, laws that regulate land
use; evaluation of site conditions; and determination of the feasibility of a proposed new project. Knowledge of these things will allow
you to assist your customer to navigate a vacant land transaction
successfully so that it will pay off for both of you. 4 hrs CE credit.

Educating Your Customer about Green (Making Green
by Selling Green), By Linda Olson

In this course you will learn to distinguish between concepts such as
“green”, ecofriendly, energy-efficiency, and sustainability so you can
teach your customers how they can live an “eco-conscious” lifestyle
within any budget. This course will provide you with “green renovation options” such as xeriscaping, Energy Star appliances, and solar
products. We will go over practical things anyone can do to make their
homes more energy efficient and sustainable; things that are inexpensive to implement but could result in significant savings. Once you, as
a real estate professional, know how to recognize these features in a
home (or ask the right questions to highlight energy efficient aspects of
a house) you can use that information as a marketing tool for a Seller
and as selling points for a buyer, making you a more specialized, effective and successful real estate professional. 4 hours CE credit.

Evictions: Real World Facts & Best Practices
By Steven David

Evictions are being contested at a record rate. Residents are hiring attorneys at a record rate. While many residents have no legal basis for
contesting the eviction, they are still able to file an answer with the
court and too often get a court hearing, which causes significant delays.
Most of the time, the resident does not win in court, but the resulting
delay causes significant financial harm to the manager. Most of the
materials covered are actual cases filed in Broward County, Florida.
Your instructor was the plaintiff in each of these cases and will guide
your through the process from start to finish. There are three distinctly
different evictions, all of which are the types you will encounter if you
own or manage rental properties.3 hours CE credit.

Expanding Your Global Reach, by Neal Oates

Building a strong international real estate business is not easy but it
is necessary and possible... for anyone. Never has it been more important than now to prepare to conduct business in a global marketplace. With the right plan and unwavering commitment, you can and
will become THE international specialist for the markets or niches
you serve. During this event you will learn what international clients
are looking for and how to become their real estate professional of
choice. 2 hours CE credit.

Is the GREEN in Your Transaction raising RED flags?
Environmental Concerns & Real Estate, By Linda Olson

In this course you will learn about the most common environmental
issues that can be “deal breakers” and how each of them relate to real
estate transactions (in other words what affect they may have on a buyer or seller, if present). You will leave with a list of questions your
Buyer or Seller should ask about a property that may have wetlands,
sinkholes, threatened or endangered species or hazardous waste associated with them. You’ll find out what to do if you encounter these and
the steps to take that can keep you on track and on your way to the
closing table. 3 hours CE credit.

www.FloridaCESolutions.com
The ‘Ins’ And ‘Outs’ of Successful Contracts
By Steven David, Cynthia DeLuca, Julianna Giordano,
Nishad Khan

Contracts can be exciting! Learn the real ins and outs from one of
the top Brokers in Florida. Complete a contract right at outset, and
assure yourself of profitable closings for all concerned. Armslength, short sale REO, your Instructor does them successfully
every day. You will as well! 3 hours CE credit.

Fair Housing & Diversity, By Pat Reass, Julianna Giordano,
Linda Olson
In this basic program—made fun students learn how to reduce liability and will be able to name two laws that cover fair housing as well
as list the seven protected groups in the Fair Housing act. They will
be able to explain the illegal acts of steering, blockbusting and redlining and also state what answer to give when confronted with a discrimination problem, and ultimately stay out of FREC Jail! 3 hours
CE credit.

FHA, USDA and VA By Sean Stephens

Real estate professionals learn the common trains and benefit of government loans, credit qualifying and FHA unique program features.
Sean also touches on VA and its features and credit qualifying. Then
he’ll also cover USDA financing and who is eligible. You’ll also
learn how to expand your business and reach even more customers.4
hours CE credit.

Foreign Nationals and the New FIRPTA Compliance
by JoAnn Koontz, Esq., CPA

Are YOU current on the changes to FIRPTA? Can you successfully
explain to your customer the 10%, 15% withholding tax rules and
exemptions? Taught by CPA and Attorney Joann Koontz, this course
will arm you with the knowledge YOU need to work with real estate
customers in Florida, one of the FOUR largest states for International
business! Learn the rules, requirements, exceptions and exclusions to
this tricky tax law and avoid issues as you head to the closing table.
Even agents who work primarily with buyers need to know - in case
the SELLER in their transaction is foreign. 2 hours CE credit.

Generational Financing By Grant Simon
Real estate professionals leave this course with a better understanding
of the generations and their financing needs. This program is an indepth discussion of Yers, Xers, Boomers and Civics and loan products like FHA, VA, USDA, Conventional, ARMs and reverse annuity
mortgages. 4 hours CE credit.

Generation-ize your approach to communicating:
A Real Estate Professional’s Guide to Effective Communication
By Cynthia DeLuca, Jason Jakus

This program discusses why some customers can prove to be more…
challenging than others to understand and communicate with. We’ll
talk about how we as adults can communicate differently than each
other, and how that is also impacted by which GENERATION we
come from. As real estate professionals, you’ll leave with tips and
insights to help you market yourself as well as bridge the generation gap between you and your customers. 3 hours CE credit.

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
Go Global: Jumpstart Your International Business
By Carla Rayman and Pat Tan

Lease Purchase vs Lease Option By JoAnn Koontz

Go Global: Risk Management for the International
Practitioner, By Carla Rayman and Pat Tan

Look Before You Leap: FL Statutes, Rules & Best Practices when operating as a Real Estate Broker
By Steven David, Cynthia DeLuca

This program is a step-by-step guide and ‘how-to’ for both beginning
and veteran real estate professionals who are looking to expand their
business and bottom line. These are tried and true techniques and
strategies developed by the instructors themselves and proven successful over time.3 hours CE credit.

International buyers and sellers have played an increasingly important role in the U.S.A. real estate market over recent years. As a
result, more and more real estate professionals® are working with
customers from other countries. There is rising affluence throughout
the world, and buyers come from a wide variety of countries to purchase U.S. real estate, drawn by “bargain-priced” homes, desirable
lifestyle, favorable currency exchange rates or finding a safe haven
for themselves and their money. More real estate professionals than
ever have now worked with an overseas buyer or seller. They are
attractive as customers because: The majority of sales are cash purchases and Foreign purchasers typically buy higher priced homes.
Pat and Carla will guide your through the maze of working with International Buyers and expanding your business, all while reducing
your risk. 3 hours CE credit.

How to Know if Your Transaction is Going South
by Cynthia DeLuca, Jason Jakus

We’ve all had those transactions that we’d classify as a “problem”.
But what was the problem? Even though each transaction is a unique
course of events, there can be plenty of similarities with each transaction. Knowing the similarities with each transaction can help us
pinpoint those key areas that need “attention to detail”. This will help
us avoid future problems in those areas of the transaction, and help
for smoother transactions in the future. So, a check list and consistent approach to each transaction not only benefits your buyers
and sellers, but keeps you out of trouble too. 3 hours CE credit.

Investing in Income Properties: the Big Six
By Ken Rosen

This program addresses the common questions and concerns associated with investing in commercial real estate. Students learn the
steps needed to assemble a team and how to utilize ‘The Big 6’ formula for evaluating potential income properties. Ken also covers a
variety of ways to generate money for investments as well as how to
build a substantial net worth and achieve financial independence.
3 hours CE credit.

Is Your Home Making You Sick? By Linda Olson

Take this course and learn about threats posed by naturally occurring
health hazards such as mold and radon; man-made materials and
components such as asbestos and lead-based paint; and defective
materials such as Chinese Drywall. Learn about the sources of these
toxins, their effect on our health, what laws provide us with protection from them and what disclosures we as real estate professionals
have to make. In addition, learn how to guide your customers in the
identification of potentially toxic issues in their homes, in how to
reduce their exposure, how to test for its presence and extent, and
how to remediate the problems so that there are no remaining issues
that could affect a successful sale and closing on a property.
4 hours CE credit.

Know Your Numbers, By Grant Simon

Know Your Numbers includes helpful tips to discussing Payments,
Cash to Close, Appreciation , Depreciation, Interest rates, The Economy and Statistics. It is designed to “Turn You Into A Walking talking Real Estate Machine, and help you generate another transaction
in the next 30 to 60 days. 3 hours CE credit.

Find out the differences between these two seemingly similar ways to
structure a deal and satisfy both parties. What are the issues and benefits for each side – buyer and seller? What should you be concerned
about when writing this type of offer? Come learn how to stay out of
hot water! 2 hours CE credit.

This program is not just for Brokers—but for sales people who want
to better understand the business, analyze personal revenue, alternate
revenue models and best career choice alternatives. The instructor
reviews the importance of a policy manual and list several elements
needed for an effective policy manual as well as the various responsibilities of the manager. Students will also learn how to develop a business
plan to identify various expenses associated with operating a real estate
brokerage and the various business models one may follow and explain
the F.A.C. rules regarding trust accounts and escrow monies. 3 hours CE

Luxury Buyer Loan Options, By Sean Stephens

This program reviews the Fannie Mae and Freddie mad guidelines
associated with owning a second home. You’ll also learn about Seller
Concessions and how they affect the financing. Sean explains how
conventional PMI applies to a luxury purchase mortgage and reviews
some of the various documents that your customer will see during the
mortgage process. 2 hours CE credit.

Military Math, By Grant Simon
Ever wonder how to calculate a veterans eligibility or how VA Jumbo loans work and how to calculate the down payment? Not sure
how to Pre Qualify a VA buyer (ratio’s ) or how the funding fee can
outperform Mortgage Insurance and how to calculate and compare
it? In this class we make VA Math easy. We’ll teach you all of this
and more and how it is essential to your success in helping veterans
purchase homes. We give you the tools to help you be more successful in this specialized field and separate yourself from the competition! 3 hours CE credit.

NAR - Code of Ethics By Cynthia DeLuca, Julianna
Giordano, Pat Reass

Three hour workshop on the current Real Estate Professional Code of
Ethics. 3 hours Ethics in Business CE credit.

No Hitting Allowed - A Guide to Successful Negotiating, By Joanne Chando

In every aspect of life we negotiate for a successful outcome. Learning more than on way to get to the desired goal and being able to
translate this to guide buyers and sellers to a mutually acceptable
conclusion is the hallmark of a real estate professional. Students will
learn how each generation views negotiating and how to help each to
get to the ‘yes’ they’re looking for while staying within license law
and avoiding the unauthorized practice of law and more.3 hours CE

Preparing & Navigating the Listing Contract
By Cynthia DeLuca, Julianna Giordano

Listing Contracts are an important part of the real estate business. They
communicate who is responsible to do what, give a time period for those
items to be performed, and guarantee the listing broker to be paid for
these services. Having all the ‘T’s crossed and the ‘I’s dotted can mean
the difference of getting paid, and not getting paid. In this program you’ll
become familiar with various types of listing contracts, the difference
between them, and some options to guarantee compensation while making your way to the closing table. 4 hours CE Credit.

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
Prudent Risk Management for Real Estate Professionals By Steven David, Cynthia DeLuca, Julianna
Giordano, Jason Jakus

This course reviews the most common risks associated with the
ownership of a Brokerage firm and the practice of real estate
(including Short Sales). It includes several recommendations, but
should not be construed as the final word on risk management. The
student’s job is to understand the risks, prepare for them, and avoid
the creation of unnecessary risk. You’ll also learn several ways to
avoid risk as well s to help protect your clients throughout the deal;
but more importantly—how to protect your commission! 3 hours
CE credit.

Real Estate Investing: Good, Bad & Ugly - What your
customers need to know, By Steven David, Cynthia
DeLuca
Real estate Investing, until recently produced some of the world’s
wealthiest people. That still holds true after the recent crash, but the
rules may be revised. The old rules worked fine until they took a
back seat during the Pre Crash insanity. Through this course we will
look at Real Estate investing as a long-term strategy to produce current
income and long-term wealth creation. We’ll also look at: how do we
calculate accurate incomes and cash flows; what makes a “good deal”
good; and how much cash is necessary to acquire property.
3 & 4 hours CE.

Real World Negotiating, By Steven David, Julianna
Giordano, Jason Jakus, Linda Olson
In this program, you’ll learn that people do things for THEIR reasons, not yours. You’ll learn to list first, and act second. You’ll
leave with cues that will tell you how they process information and
the best kind of negotiating strategy that they will respond to.
4 hours CE credit.

Real World REOs and Short Sales
By Steven David & Cynthia DeLuca

Have you thought about getting into or expanding your REO business,
or were you thinking the train had already left the station? It's so much
more than "getting on a list." Steve's offices are one of the largest REO
Brokers in Southern Florida, representing lenders such as Bank of
America, Wells Fargo, Michigan National, Integrated Asset Management, Atlas REO and others. He'll offer frank discussion on the ins and
outs of lender and asset management representation, including real
world requirements of Equator.com and lender mandated software
platforms. 4 hours CE credit.

Real Estate Professional Branding & Marketing
By Irina Kim Sang

This course is unique in both content and structure, and I hope that
you’ll learn from it as I have in writing it. I wrote it in recognition of
the ever-growing need for marketing oneself and the unique challenges faced by Real Estate Professionals in differentiating themselves and their brands in today’s fast-paced, technology-driven,
competitive environment. Marketing knowledge and skills are needed
more today than ever before. This course is geared toward providing
specific marketing knowledge and skills needed to launch or reposition
your Real Estate Professional’s business on a fast, direct track for success by saving you costly, time-consuming trial and error. Therefore,
marketing becomes your true investment rather than expense.
11 hours CE credit.

Real Estate Professional Tax and Business Planning, By
JoAnn Koontz
Working hard and wanting to minimize your tax liability? This
course will address YOUR business structure from a legal and tax
perspective. Keep more of the money you earn and reduce your
liability. Especially important for teams and agent’s whose gross
commission is at least $30,000 per year! 3 hours CE credit.

Rusty Real Estate Professional Reboot - by Julianna
Giordano
This course is for real estate professionals who have stepped out of
the business for a while and are coming back to a multitude of
changes as well as Veteran real estate professionals who like to stay
current on changing forms, contracts, etc. It is intended to be a
“Hands-on technology workshop” for small groups in order for the
instructor to effectively assist agents with Technical Issues. Real
estate professionals will leave with all of their key systems activated
and synchronized where possible. We will discuss updates on protocols, ethics, laws, rules, and regulations as well as contracts and
forms. We will also go over some of the upgrades and changes to
the MLS system as well as forms simplicity and real estate professional.com. 7 hours CE Credit.

So You Want to be a Commercial Real Estate
Professional? by Linda Olson

This course is designed for today’s busy residential real estate professional, who may have an interest in expanding their services to
include commercial real estate as well. This course also offers great
information for commercial agents just getting their feet wet. This
program will acquaint you with the fundamentals of commercial
real estate including the key differences between residential and non
-residential real estate, identification of the “players,” types of commercial real estate and transactions. We will also discuss methods
for valuation of commercial property and will review the documents
used in commercial transactions. The overall goal of the course is to
better equip you to decide if this is a specialty you want to pursue.
4 hours CE credit.

Streamlining Your Property Management Business
by Cynthia DeLuca

With foreclosures and short sales around every corner, it’s important to know how to handle each situation. In this session, you’ll
gain insight into the new consumer of today who wants information
immediately and has new ways of finding out what they need to
know. You’ll be prepared to handle any obstacles that you may
come across. You'll hear tips on how to handle owners in a declining market, deal with tenants through the process, and understand
solutions to normal day to day operational questions. At the end of
this course, you will have a better understanding of these challenges
and how to streamline your business as a property manager. 4 hours
CE credit.

Survive and Thrive in Real Estate! By Jason Jakus

What is the Secret to Success in Real Estate? In this program, veteran Florida Broker Jason Jakus talks about Integrity, Competency
and Caring. From generating a business plan to connecting with
your ‘inner Techie’, he’ll show you a step by step plan to generate
MORE success in your real estate practice, whether you’re brandnew or a 20-year veteran. 3 hours CE credit.

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
Successful Commercial Lease Negotiation and
Preparation by Linda Olson
The focus of this class is to empower you to successfully negotiate
leases for your commercial-tenant clients. More specifically, how to
determine the tenants’ needs and how to collect information on and
to evaluate potential sites. We will review the most common terms
and conditions incorporated into most leases and you will learn
which of those clauses, when negotiated, will result in the most favorable final terms and conditions for your client. Finally, we will
discuss how to review a lease and how to prepare a tenant- and property-specific lease. Utilizing class discussion and role-playing, this
course will provide you with the confidence to negotiate the best
deal possible for your client and to prepare a lease that meets everyone’s needs.4 hours CE credit.

Tax Strategies & Business Planning for Real Estate
Professionals By JoAnn Koontz
Working hard and wanting to minimize your tax liability? This
course will address YOUR business structure from a legal and tax
perspective. Keep more of the money you earn and reduce your
liability. Especially important for teams and agent’s whose gross
commission is at least $50,000 per year! 3 hours CE credit.

The Art of Networking, by Linda Olson
Most real estate professionals agree that networking is critical to
long-term success in real estate. Despite consumers’ assumptions
that real estate professionals are outgoing and networking comes
naturally, in fact, many real estate professionals dread networking. They perceive it as an awkward, forced, and an unnatural
exchange -- which only leads to sweaty palms, uncomfortable
silences, and unproductive conversations. So, how do you leave
those shaky knees behind and become better at networking? First,
you attend this program! You’ll leave with solid strategies and
techniques (that we’ll practice in class) that will allow you to 1)
feel more comfortable in networking settings, 2) make a positive
impression and 3) generate new contacts. 3 hours CE credit.

The Inspection Section, by Nishad Khan
This program takes a close look at the intricacies of the inspection
section of the FR/Bar and As-Is contracts. Attorney Nishad Khan
reviews the ‘gray areas’ where real estate professionals need to
pay special attention. You’ll leave empowered with a deeper
knowledge of ‘Working Condition’ and ‘Cosmetic Conditions’
and be better able to help your customers with a smooth home
buying process. 3 hours CE credit.

Title Insurance 101: A Real Estate Professional’s
Guide to Explaining Title Insurance
By JoAnn Koontz
Come learn the importance and impact of title insurance in your
transactions. What does it cover, how is it priced what do closing
agents do to clear title and why does it affect you? Is it worth the
money? Keep your transactions on track to close by understanding more about what is going on behind the scenes.
3 hours CE credit.

Unlocking the Secrets of Commercial Investment
Property Analysis, Purchase and Management,
By Steven David & Cynthia DeLuca
What are: ‘pass-thrus,’ CAM charges, percentage leases, anchor
tenants, and IRV? Are the landlord tenant laws different between
commercial and residential real estate? These and virtually all of
your questions will be addressed in this power-packed 3 hour
course written by Steve David, Nationally recognized Real Estate Investor, Chairman of one of the 200 largest Brokerage
firms in the United States and a Floridian. In understandable
terms, they will take you thru the analysis of investment real
estate. This includes determining fair rents, lease terms, cost
recovery charges, net operating income, fair asking prices and
what makes a good deal "good". You'll learn how to obtain
mortgage financing, and what lenders look for in commercial
property, including determining Debt Service Coverage ratios,
reserves and replacements. You'll also learn about the differences in owning, operating, and Brokering Multi-family, warehouses and retail. Finally, we'll discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each category of commercial property, including what
you might want to own. 3 or 4 hours CE credit.

USDA 101, By Sean Stephens
The USDA Rural Housing Program can open up that path to homeownership and along with your pool of potential buyers. With 100%
financing, fixed rates, and flexible credit qualifying this rural housing program is sought after by consumers and knowing the basics is
critical for real estate professionals. This program provides the real
estate professional with a deeper understanding of eligibility requirements, credit qualifications, how to finance closing costs, dispel common myths, and much more. You’ll learn the steps from A
to Z on the USDA loan process and how to market the program
along with the many benefits it offers to home buyers. 3 hours CE
credit. (The USDA Rural Housing loan program is not available in
all areas. If interested in offering this class please contact Sean
Stephens Sean@MPLX.org and he will follow up to discuss eligibility for your areas.)

USDA & VA 100% Financing, By Sean Stephens
In this 2-hour review, veteran mortgage lender Sean Stephens reviews the basics of VA and USDA financing. He’ll discuss WHO
qualifies and which PROPERTIES qualify. You’ll learn how a
credit score impacts the qualification of both of these loans. You’ll
also learn how to calculate the veteran’s home loan entitlement
amount as well as help your customer determine if they are eligible
for a USDA loan. 2 hours CE credit.

Vacant Land Contracts Revealed by Linda Olson
The purpose of this class is to take away the mystery of preparing
Vacant Land Contracts. Specifically, we will review what a contract is; Letters of Intent - how and why to use them; we will go
over – line by line – the provisions of Vacant Land Contracts; and
we will briefly discuss Vacant Land Disclosures. We will also discuss feasibility studies that should be completed during the due
diligence period and how to calculate inspection time periods. By
the end of the class you will feel more comfortable and confident in
preparing Vacant Land Contracts. 3 hours CE credit

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
USDA, VA, FHA & Conventional—Which Loan is
Best for YOUR Customer? By Sean Stephens
This program reviews USDA, VA, FHA and Conventional Financing. Veteran mortgage lender compares the 4 different types
of loans and the pros and cons of each. This arms you as the Real
Estate Professional with more information to help YOUR customer determine which loan product is best for them in their current financial situation and credit rating. 3 hours CE credit

What’s the 4-1-1 on 1031’s? by Joanne Chando
Understanding the technical aspects of 1031 Like-Kind Exchanges,
guiding buyers/seller in selecting this tax deferring opportunity, understanding the requirement and cautions in selecting an exchange
accommodator, defining the timelines and working with customers to
assure that all deadlines are met and more…3 hours CE credit

What’s Chapter 83 Got To Do With It?
By Cynthia DeLuca
In Florida, we have lots of landlords and lots of tenants. Ensuring we as Real Estate Professionals understand the laws that are
associated with those relationships become the foundation for a
great property manager. When laws apply to both the property
manager and the owner, it’s important that the licensee understands the laws and how they’ll be stepping in the shoes of the
landlord during the management of the property as their agent.
Laws change each year, it’s critical we stay current on the changes. You’ll leave this program with a deeper understanding and
knowledge of Chapter 83 and how it affects how YOU do business!!3 hours CE Credit.

What is Section 8? A Real Estate Professional’s
Guide to Understanding Subsidized Housing
By Cynthia DeLuca
In today’s suffering economy, many Real Estate Professionals
have reluctantly become landlords and have difficulty collecting
the rent due to them. Many tenants have circumstances that happen to them that are not always in their control. After several bad
experiences, landlords may feel refreshed to know there is an
alternative to the stress: subsidized housing. A portion or all of
the rent could be paid by HUD, in essence, “guaranteeing” the
rent. Having experience with subsidized housing can help you
gain landlords and help your job become easier regarding collecting rent. But you need to understand the rules and regulations
that come with it.
4 hours CE credit.

Why Washington Changed the Real Estate &
Mortgage Industry, by Grant Simon
Why Washington Made Us Change is an intriguing look at the
past, present and future of housing regulation. It incorporates the
Dodd Frank Act, The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau,
TILA –RESPA Integrated Disclosure Rule as well as “ Tools
You Can Use” to educate consumers. This fast paced 3 hour CE
Course helps Real Estate Professionals connect the dots in terms
of understanding and will aide them with the knowledge they
need to excel in today’s regulatory environment.
3 hours CE credit

Real Estate CE & CAM credit
This program is approved for BOTH real
estate specialty CE and CAM CE credit

The Community Approach to Living
#18105, by Jolita Brazzano

The Community Approach to Living is a course designed to acquaint real estate sale associates and brokers with the intricate
details of listing, selling, and leasing in Shared Ownership Communities and Community Development Districts. As professionals, REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS® are responsible for
assisting buyers, sellers and tenants in purchasing, not only
homes, but investment properties, where many might be found in
Shared Ownership Communities. Understanding the documents
for a community listed or the requirements for a buyer to purchase in such a community is tantamount for any seller or prospective owner to make a sound purchase decision and to ensure
that all contract addenda and riders are accurate for the sale or the
lease. This course provides 3 hours of instruction and one hour
of lab time for the real estate professional or CAM to understand
the various documents involved in a sale or lease in a Condominium, Homeowners Association, Cooperative, or Community De-

2018 CE Solutions, cont.
Pending CE credit:
Hey! Who Are You Calling Old? Understanding the New Seniors Market, by Joanne Chando
Bette Davis said: “Getting old is not for sissies” as the population ages understanding the ‘new’ old age is more important than ever.
Material includes understanding and breaking away from stereotypes, working with multiple generation decision makers and how
your international seniors expect to be assisted in a real estate transaction and more… 4 hours CE credit pending

Keep Calm & Set New Goals! by Joanne Chando
You can’t hit a moving target! Agents will learn the value and necessity of clearly defined goals and how having a definite plan will assist not just their own business but help sellers & buyers achieve the outcome they desire in a transaction. 3 hours CE credit pending

Negotiating from the Trenches by MaryAnne Simmons
From the single family homes, to the multi-million dollar second homes, in the past 35 years MaryAnne has negotiated and closed contracts big and small. In every transaction, one thing remains the same – EVERYone must walk away from the table happy. Years of experience in the trenches of real estate have given her insight into what makes people tick when buying or selling a home. She’s shares
some of her ‘best kept’ secrets and success stories from even the most difficult transactions and tips to help YOU in your real estate business. 3 hours CE credit pending

USDA “1X Close” No Down Payment Construction to Permanent Loan by Sean Stephens

Can you build a new home with No Down Payment under the USDA program? What are the steps to building a new home with a USDA
construction loan? We all know that it can be an exciting process to build and customize your new home, but it is also common for banks
to require at least a 20% down payment. However, under the USDA Single-Close Construction to Permanent Loan there is No Down
payment required and this course will provide Realtors with a deeper understanding of the USDA Construction process. As being one of
the first Florida USDA Approved Lenders to offer this program, Sean Stephens with Metroplex Mortgage Services will walk you
through the process step by step and provide another valuable way to help your clients despite the housing inventory challenges facing
everyone. 2 hours CE credit pending.

Under Development:

Are you Red Carpet Ready? Breaking into the Luxury Market, Joanne Chando
F. Scott Fitzgerald said: “The very rich are different from you and me.” Working in the high-end luxury market is the same as working
in any price point, or is it? Class defines what the luxury market is, how to ‘break in’ to this segment of business, understanding privacy, working with the gatekeepers and other staff and more… 3 hours

But it LOOKED like a Condo! by Joanne Chando
Understanding what a condo is and is not, how condo ownership is different than single family, working with condo commando’s and
associations and explaining the risks and benefits before purchasing in a condo development, includes section in insurance, mortgages,
age and deed restrictions, home inspection red flags and working with CAM’S and more…3 hours

Everything You Always Wanted to Know Since Getting Your License, by Joanne Chando
From setting up your legal entity, business accounting, licensing, branding, marketing to understanding how to work with sellers and
buyers.4 hours

How to be a Mega Listing $pecialist, by Joanne Chando
Understanding the different needs of each generation of sellers, how to guide sellers in pricing property, pre-listing step-by-step, communicating the process of listing to the seller, assisting sellers in evaluating all offers and more…6 hours

It's a Small World After All! Getting Started in Global Real Estate, by Joanne Chando
To the global buyer the US and Florida in particular continue to present home and property ownership opportunities. Students will learn
where most of the international business in Florida comes from, how to tap into the market, advanced educational opportunities, working
with the generations and guiding buyers & sellers through the maze of information about owning property in the USA 3 hours

Renovation Loans: Helping You Help Your Customer, by Grant Simon
We will cover FHA 203 K and Convention HomeStyle renovation loans start to finish. 3-hours.

So You Think You Need a Personal Assistant, by Carla Rayman and Pat Tan
When is it time to hire a personal assistant? How much does it cost? What duties can they perform? How do I find one? These questions and more will be answered by veteran Real Estate Professionals Carla Rayman and Pat Tan in the hands-on, nuts a bolts. 2-hrs.

The Real Estate Professional and the Appraisal Process, by Kim Bell

This program is specifically designed to assist the Real Estate Professional in understanding their role in the Appraisal Process. There
are so many misconceptions on the do's and do not's from the Real Estate Professional's perspective. Learn what is acceptable and what
is not, learn who the appraisal client is and is not, learn what you can and can not say. Learn the proper procedures to follow if the opinion of value does not meet or exceed the contract price. Learn how to research appropriate comparable sales, not just sales! Better assist
your customers, sellers and buyers! 3 hours
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